Heppner Branch
New Book List – May 2023

Fiction:
All That We Are - Mariah Stewart
Birnam Wood - Eleanor Catton
Eden's Children: A Novel - V. C. Andrews
Rainrock Reckoning - Wayne D. Dundee
Red Flags - Lisa Black
Remarkably Bright Creatures: A Novel - Shelby Van Pelt
Saturday Night at the Lakeside Supper Club - Ryan J. Stradal
The Night Always Comes: A Novel - Willy Vlautin
The Woman Who Killed Marvin Hammel - C. K. Crigger
To Catch a Raven - Beverly Jenkins

Non-Fiction:
Dinosaurs, Mammoths and More Prehistoric Amigurumi: Unearth 14 Awesome Designs
Life in Five Senses: How Exploring the Senses Got Me Out of My Head and Into the World - Gretchen Rubin
Shade: A Tale of Two Presidents - Pete Souza